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GOING TO THE ROOTS 
WORKSHOP

Dr. Bob Lund
- With all the talk about "root causes," we will ACTUALLY identify root causes
AND specific steps to effect cures for dozens of conditions... unto remission!

- What in the world do we eat for optimal health? Keto? Paleo? Vegan?
Atkins? South Beach? Oh goodness! We will sort through the dozens of
prevailing diets and theories to help find what is right for you. 

- How to fix our sleep! (non-optional in order to restore optimal health!) 

- How to recreate "Eden" right where we live. Nature deficiency syndrome
does not have to continue to injure us!

- EMFs: navigating the fear and hype... total and practical solutions (for ALL
FIVE EMF areas), with evidence and tools provided for an EMF-defense plan!

- Why and how to transition off of pharmas. What Docbob has learned will
blow your mind! You MUST hear this!

- Which supplements to take? Why and when and for who! (Hint: less than
you think!)

- Plans for each chronic disease: ID root causes, recover, restore, and fully
eradicate them!

- A module on how to produce/obtain organic, sustainable, and regenerative
food regardless of where you live! Docbob preaches what he practices in this! 

- Learn how to eliminate aches, pains, fatigue, brain fog, poor sleep, etc.,
WITHOUT fad contraptions, pills, potions and lotions! Docbob LIVES this in
order to LEAD it!  

- Learn how to cooperate with our Creator's design so we can die youthful at
a very old age!

- Hear the mind-blowing case studies of how Docbob implements divine
healing to "cure" the incurable!

- How to identify "sick building syndrome" and and how to prepare your home
or office for optimal health.

- We will discover what all changed over the past 70 years that created these
tidal waves of chronic illness... and how to reverse them! 

- An entire module on how to interpret traditional blood labs from a
functional/holistic viewpoint. A blood labs boot camp! Be sure to bring your
labs and your hard cases!  

At 66 years of age, 
Docbob no longer has heart disease,
pre-diabetes, aches/pains, brain fog!

After he identified the lifestyle,
environment, attitude, diet, and

sleep elements that were destroying
his health, Docbob has better health
today than he did at 45, WITHOUT
countless supplements and ONLY
cooperating with how the human

body was designed to thrive! 

(541) 730-1111 Call or Text

 docbob333777@gmail.com 

Since 1990 there are now 38 diseases that doubled, 20 that
tripled, and 16 that quadrupled. These are the REAL pandemics!  
Though traditional medicine is clueless about how to cure these,
YOU don't have to be! In this three-day workshop, you will get
answers and practical solutions for you and your clients (many
cheap and even FREE!) in the following areas:

$299 
THREE DAYS 

August 20, 21, 22

$299 
THREE DAYS 

August 20, 21, 22
ANMA Registration & 

Personal Tests and Toolkit Included!
ANMA Registration & 

Personal Tests and Toolkit Included!

SPACE IS LIMITED 
EARLY SIGN-UPS GET A 

PERSONAL CONSULTATION
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